Quip’s integrated solutions are the best way to make sure your
home is safe even if you are away By using General Electric products
Protecting what means most If you own a home, you have a natural desire to protect
it‐‐and what's in it. Your concern may be your family's safety, your possessions or
maybe the investment you've made in a rental property. Either way, GE can help you
choose from a variety of technologies to find the right combination to secure your
home. From basic alarm systems to remote look‐in video capabilities and completely
wireless system connections, GE offers everything you need to protect the people
and things you care about.

Quip’s available solutions

CCTV system

Intrusion system

Fire alarm system

Fire alarm System: Protect your home
against fire accidents
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System description:
• Smoke detector: it is the device which sense the change in density of air in case of having a
smoke in a defined area.
so it is suitable for using in kids room to let the parents know if there are any smoke in the
room resulting from playing with fireworks or something like this.
•Heat detector: it is the device with sense the change in temperature in a defined area.
so it is suitable for using in kitchens (smoke detectors doesn't work in kitchens as kitchen’s
Always Smoky atmosphere).
•Fire alarm control panel: depends on microcontroller concept so that its function is periodically
comparing the records which upload from its detectors with saved records in case of any change
cases an alarm by the siren .

Intrusion System: Protect
you home against burglary.
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System description:
•Active infra red sensor: it is a sensor consist of two parts one transmitter and another receiver
for infra red beam.
it is suitable to protect the garden fence as it will cover it by a net of beams in case of
cutting the beams an action will happen.
•Passive infra red sensor: it is a sensor mounting in in the Ceilings to cover a defined zone by
umbrella of infrared beams.
It is suitable to protect the important places in the house such as main entrance room or
corridor or an office room.
•Break glass detector: it is a sensor mounting on the glass of the windows in case of breaking it
an action will happen.
•Control panel: depends on microcontroller concept so that its function is periodically sensing
If there any action happened at any of its connected detectors will cases in alarm by the siren
•Magnetic contact: it is a device sensing the door if it opened by illegal method at night
•Finger print reader: it is a device to control in main entrance door by scanning the finger print
of home owners only without keys (optional)

Surveillance cameras System : monitor your
kids inside or outside home and
Your garden at
night too
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System description:
•Indoor camera: it is a camera suitable for lightness of closed areas and able to be connected
to the internet or LAN by using IP technique which will make it be able be monitored from the
PC at home or at work.
it is amazing for kids room surveillance.
•Out door camera: it is a camera suitable for lightness of open areas and able to be connected to
The internet or LAN by using IP technique which will make it be able to be monitored from the
PC at home or at work.
It is amazing for gardens surveillance.
•Note: some cameras support night mode and others not that depend on customer needs

Quip’s integrated solution
To protect your home provided
by

living

• It is not so costly; so it can easily be arranged
and fixed around the house.
• The fixing process of our system is easy as it can be fixed
inside and outside the home.

What is the benefits
From our Solutions ?

• After installation of security system in home, you will
feel relaxation for security of your home and family.
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